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Summary & Tips for a Healthy Plan

By Julie Cottrell, MS, RD, LD

PROTEIN-FOCUSED/LOWER-CARB/INTERMITTENT FASTING (IF) PLAN

HYDRATION PLAN TIME OF

DAY

EXAMPLES OF 8-HOUR

EATING WINDOWS*

MEAL

TIME

TARGETS FOR MEALS

NON-

CALORIC

BEVERAGES

PREFERRED

DRINK

3-4 CUPS

(24-36 oz)

7:00

8:00

9:00

10:00

11:00
OPTION 2

8-HOUR

EATING

WINDOW

11 - 7

MEAL

#1

Aim for 25-40 grams protein;

carbs may be 0-20 grams;

use fat to round out the meal.

Stay low in carbs to maximize

fat burning all day.

HYDRATE

ALL DAY

LONG

DRINK

3-4 CUPS

(24-36 oz)

12:00
OPTION 1

8-HOUR

EATING

WINDOW

12-8

1:00

2:00

3:00

SNACK

Lower carb options preferred;

satisfy cravings for food type

and flavor.

4:00

DRINK

3-4 CUPS

(24-36 oz)

5:00

6:00

MEAL

#2

Aim for 25-40 grams protein;

ok to include some carbs

especially if you have been

active. Stay under 100 grams

of carbs for daily total.

7:00

8:00

NON-

CALORIC

BEVERAGES

PREFERRED

Sip on

water only

or herbal

tea

for best

sleep.

9:00

10:00

Avoid eating and drinking

within 2-3 hours of bedtime

for best sleep.

11:00

bedtime

*Adjust the eating window to suit your life. You may need to expand it to 9 or 10 hours; or you may

need to shift the schedule to start or end earlier or later, especially for those who do shift work. Also

note that it doesn’t have to be the same every day. You may follow one schedule during weekdays and

another on the weekend. Or you may pick a couple of days where you push harder to have an extended

fasting window. Your eating and fasting schedule may also change seasonally (shorter eating window

in the winter and longer eating window in the summer). Experiment and see what works best for you!
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SMART STRATEGIES FOR ANYONE TO INCLUDE IN THEIR PLAN

EAT 3X/DAY

Breakfast/Lunch/Dinner

1st Meal/2nd Meal/3rd Meal

Breakfast/Snack/Dinner

Small Meal/Small Meal/Dinner

LOW CARB + LOW FAT

at 2 of 3 meals

pushes your body

to use more body fat

for energy

WE WANT TO LOSE BODY FAT,

NOT LEAN BODY MASS.

OUR STRATEGY NEEDS TO

ENCOURAGE THIS.

Dietary protein protects

lean body mass (LBM).

A minimum of 25 grams of

protein is needed to stimulate

muscles to grow/repair.

SPACE MEALS/SNACKS

at least

2 1/2 hours apart;

And each day include at least 2

“protein boluses”

PROTEIN - Minimum of 90-100

grams/day (more is ok too!)

CARBS - <100 grams/day

FAT - No target, but 50-100

grams/day is reasonable.

TO MAXIMIZE SATIETY AT MEALS AND SNACKS

PROTEIN Include plenty of protein at meals. When possible, eat the protein portion of your

meal first; as you chew and fill up on this, you will have less room for the higher

calorie, less satiating foods.

FIBER Include fiber at meals to slow down the absorption of carbs/sugars and also to add

bulk and volume to the meal. Non-starchy veggies are great for this.

VOLUME Soup, broth or a simple salad can increase the volume of the meal. Non-starchy

veggies also help (as a salad, side dish or incorporated into the meal).

NUTRIENT

DENSITY

The more nutrient-dense the meal is, the greater the potential to provide satiety.

For example 2 boiled eggs has 140 calories and LOTS of nutrients; a small bag of

chips may have the same calories but no nutritional value (and you could easily eat

more than a small bag!)

FAT Use a little to cook your foods and/or to add flavor. It’s not a “free food” on any

plan, but can be a healthful addition.

CARBS Some amount of carbs can be enjoyed as part of the plan! It’s best to include them

after you have “emptied your tank” and have a place to put them. The liver can

only store 100 grams at a time; as we exceed this amount (especially if we aren’t

very active), the excess gets stored as fat. Saving most of your daily carb allowance

for one meal is a good strategy for many people; but you can spread this out over

the course of the day if that works better for you.
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9 Elements Of Metabolically Healthy Meals

Find this chart and more helpful info @ www.levelshealth.com; the print on these slides below is small,

but can be enlarged by viewing this document online. These slides were copied from Levels Health

instagram page.
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ADDITIONAL TIPS FOR THE HEALTH OF YOUR MIND/BODY/SOUL

Food is fuel and medicine

🤩 We eat with our eyes.

Make your meals visually appealing.

We eat in volume. The stomach needs to expand to send signals to your brain

that you are full. Include volume in your meals. 🥗

We eat by weight. Most people will seek out 3-5 pounds of food per day.

🍗 Include foods that are heavy so you fill up on less calories. 🥩

We eat for flavor. 🌶
Be sure to include plenty of flavor in your meals.

We eat by texture. 🥕
It’s important to have a variety of textures in meals and/or throughout the day.

We eat for nutrients. 🥦
The more nutrient-dense your foods are, the less you will need to eat.

We digest and assemble nutrients into our bodies when we are calm. 🙏
Avoid eating while driving down the road. Instead, sit calmly and appreciate your food.

❤ We show ourselves love through our food. ❤
Preparing your own meals is a way to show love to yourself.
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